1005 Cool Magnifying Lamp
【1005 Cool Magnifying Lamp manual】
This machine mainly use the magnifying function of the magnifier
and cold lamp, use them to check the various small transformations of the
skin surface, can timely find out the different conditions, through careful
treatment and maintaining so as to keep the skin slick, delicate and
stretchable.
With the unique design and magnifying function, it is also can be
used in the beauty items like tattoo, grafting the eyelashes and so on.
The magnifier can be used together with the bracket, or it can be used
together with other instruments.
Novel design, pretty appearance. Its bracket has the protector to
prevent nipping hands during operation. The magnifier adopt the lens
with the usual 3 diopter magnifying rate and partially 5 diopter
magnifying rate together. The soft lamplight will not make the user feel
dizzy.
【Usage Methods】
（1） Insert the electrical plug.
（2） Turn on the power switch, turn the magnifying lamp
towards the skin surface which is to be checked or
operated on.
（3） Adjusting the distance between the magnifying lamp and
skin, and achieve the most clear condition.
（4） Check the skin or start the beauty operation.
【Usage Cautions】
（1） Forbid to use the instrument in the over humid
environment, like bathroom, etc. Clean the skin
surface before the beauty operation.。
（2） Turn off the power after the operation is finished.
（3）Please draw out the plug if you won’t use it for a
long time. Wipe the lamp cleanly and cover it then
place it inside the corner.
（4）Please use the soft lens paper to clean the dust on
the lens. Don’t use other cloth or paper to clean it,
otherwise the lens will be damaged.
（5）Don’t disconnect the instrument by yourself, please
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ask the professionals to test or repair it if any mistake
occurs.
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